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Who’s Where
A Selection of Directories
Extensive Directory of African-Americans in Dallas
1. [African Americana]: [Gilbert, Don (editor)]: DALLAS, TEXAS NEGRO
CITY DIRECTORY 1947 – 1948 [cover title]. [Dallas: Don Gilbert, 1948].
356pp. Profusely illustrated with photographs printed in the text. Original red
cloth, spine and covers printed in black. Noticeable wear to covers, mild fraying
along joints and at spine tail, corners worn, front hinge tender. Clean internally.
About very good.
A rare and highly informative city guide for the African-American citizens of Dallas in the mid-20th century, only the second and the last such directory printed
in Big D. The Negro City Directory was edited and published by Don Gilbert,
also the publisher of Applause, an African-American magazine printed in Dallas
beginning in 1933. Though a slightly earlier edition of this Dallas directory was
edited and published by T.P. Scott and sponsored by the Dallas Negro Chamber
of Commerce, in his Publisher’s Note, Gilbert thanks the “zealous citizens whose
cooperation made this initial effort possible.”
The directory is copiously illustrated with photographic advertisements featuring
businesses and businesspeople. Most of the advertisements are full-page efforts
touting restaurants, schools, banks, insurance companies, beauty shops, hotels,
theaters (“Star Theatre – South’s Finest New Colored Movie House”), mortuaries, ice cream shops, the Dallas Morning News, a local baseball team called the
Dallas Rebels who thanks their “Colored Fans who deserve the Best in Sports
entertainment,” and even two “Negro Achievement Days” at the State Fair of
Texas. National and regional companies such as Pepsi, 7-Eleven, Oak Farms Dairy,
and Mobil Oil have also bought advertising space in the directory. The people
pictured include business owners, pastors, policemen, attorneys, college officials,

and others. The directory also includes a national roster of “Negro Chambers
of Commerce” and a city-by-city listing of all the municipal branches in Texas.
In addition to the advertisements, the “Introduction to Dallas” recounts the progress of race relations in the city, giving information on transportation, services,
and providing biographies of some notable Dallas citizens alongside a handful of
illustrated histories of local churches. The directory also contains extensive illustrated advertisements for a number of traditionally African-American colleges,
including Jarvis Christian College, Prairie View A&M, Wiley College, Paul Quinn
College, and Langston University.
The majority of the directory is comprised of a 220pp. alphabetical listing of the
African-American citizens of Dallas, often with home addresses and occupations
listed beside the names, and occasionally phone numbers. This is followed by a
statewide classified section listing professional names and addresses from accountants to “wood dealers,” and then a short section of “Negro Employees of Greater
Dallas.” The directory concludes with an Index section and more advertisements.
OCLC lists two African-American directories from Dallas in the 1940s – this one
and a 1941-42 edition edited by T.P. Scott. Both editions were sponsored by the
Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce, and both are rare in the current market.
OCLC is unclear about the total number of physical copies of this 1947-48 edition in institutions, but it is fewer than twenty.
One of the most comprehensive and well-executed African-American city guides
of the 20th century for any city, composed in a southern municipality known for
its history of racial division.
$2250.

First History of Nevada County, California
2. Bean, Edwin F.: BEAN’S HISTORY AND DIRECTORY OF NEVADA
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. CONTAINING A COMPLETE HISTORY OF
THE COUNTY, WITH SKETCHES OF THE VARIOUS TOWNS AND
MINING CAMPS.... Nevada, Ca.: Printed at the Daily Gazette Book and Job
Office, 1867. vi,[6],424pp. With the advertisement leaf, not found in all copies,
inserted between pp.184 and 185. This copy does not contain the small advertisement after p. vi, which, according to Quebedeaux, does not appear in all copies.
Contemporary printed paper boards, calf backstrip, spine gilt; rebacked, with most
of the original backstrip laid down. Boards rubbed and soiled, worn at corners
and edges. Contemporary bookplate on front pastedown of William Montgomery;
printed label on rear pastedown (“John Howell / Importer/ San Francisco”) and
pencil notes in the hand of Warren Howell. Quite clean and neat internally. A
very good copy.
The first Nevada County directory, the first history of the county as a whole, and
the first book printed in Nevada County.
Bean’s history and directory is quite scarce and contains a great wealth of early
material on this vitally important mining region. Bean, who was Nevada County

assessor and editor of the Daily Gazette, provides a complete history of the county, along
with sketches of the various towns and mining
camps, names and occupations of residents,
and statistics on mining and other resources.
A substantial essay is given over to mining
gold from quartz deposits, which, as the author notes, has been the subject of numerous
false starts. Besides the general history of
Nevada County, there are also descriptions
and directories of Nevada City, Grass Valley, Meadow Lake, Bridgeport, Rough and
Ready, Little York, Washington, Bloomfield,
and Eureka, as well as descriptions of the
mines of Nevada City and Grass Valley, and
a number of advertisements for local businesses. “[Bean’s] history and directory is, by
far, the best-known of all California directories. One of the great ‘standard’ county
histories, it is, in the minds of many collectors, dealers, historians and libraries, one
of the most valuable – content wise – of all
directories published in the United States.
Though very scarce, it is also perhaps the
most obtainable of California directories,
probably because its worth was recognized
from the beginning, resulting in the fact that copies were preserved in quantities
greater than those of other directories” – Quebedeaux. “Notable compendium
of early source material” – Wheat.
The Streeter copy sold to Goodspeed’s for $120 in 1968.
QUEBEDEAUX 36. COWAN, p.170. HOWES B278, “b.” ROCQ 5956. WHEAT
GOLD RUSH 13. STREETER SALE 2913. GRAFF 219. HOWELL 50:420.
NORRIS CATALOGUE 2833. PLATH SALE 130.
$3250.
3. [Brewster, C.W., & Son]: THE PORTSMOUTH DIRECTORY: CONTAINING THE NAMES, OCCUPATIONS AND RESIDENCES OF THE
INHABITANTS OF THE CITY OF PORTSMOUTH...ALSO A STREET
DIRECTORY, LOCAL LAWS PASSED SINCE 1856.... Portsmouth, N.H.
1860-1861. 168pp. plus [4]pp. of ads at front. 16mo. Original blindstamped
cloth, expertly rebacked with new cloth spine. Some black ink stains on covers.
Tanned. Else good.
City directory for Portsmouth, New Hampshire, which lists the residents and
includes a section on the city ordinances. Also includes a list of ships, complete
with the ship’s master, owners, tonnage, and place and year built. Several pages of
charming local advertisements at front. This copy with the appendix (pp.169-176)

containing the city officers elected in January 1861, and a presentation inscription
from A.H. Brewster, possibly a relative of the publisher.
SPEAR, p.302.
$100.

Scarce California Directory
4. Brigham, Alasco D., compiler: JANESVILLE CITY DIRECTORY, HISTORY, AND BUSINESS ADVERTISER, FOR 1859 – 1860. Janesville, Wi.:
Alasco D. Brigham, 1859. 128pp. Original half brown calf, printed paper-covered
boards. Slight wear. Very good.
The second independent Janesville, Wisconsin directory, after the first of the
previous year. The 1858 directories for Rock County and Beloit also contained
Janesville information. The present edition contains numerous attractive color
advertisements. “Contains an historical account of Janesville, by Alexander T.
Gray, taken from the history of Rock County, 1856” – Spear.
SPEAR, p.157. HOWES B776.
$1500.

5. [California]: COUNTY DIRECTORY INCLUDING LASSEN, PLUMAS,
DEL NORTE, SISKIYOU, SIERRA, SHASTA, TRINITY, MODOC, AND
TEHAMA COUNTIES...TOGETHER WITH THE NAMES OF FARMERS,
STOCK RAISERS, MILLMEN, FRUIT GROWERS, WOOL GROWERS
AND WINE MANUFACTURERS.... San Francisco: L.M. McKenney & Co.,
1885. 26,[33]-431pp., plus ten inserted leaves of advertisements, most printed
on heavier paper stock. Original printed blue boards, rebacked in calf, leather
labels stamped in gilt. Boards edgeworn, rear board a bit stained. Text evenly
toned. Very good.
A scarce directory for these remote northern California counties, and the first
appearance of a general directory for most of the counties included. In the preface the publisher asserts that his agents covered over 13,000 miles to record the

information provided herein. The directory is broken down by county (with a
general description of each) and then by towns within each county, with a brief
description of each town followed by the names and occupations of residents, in
some cases noting the amount of land owned by a particular person. It is usually
noted whether or not a particular town has a post or telegraph office, and other
distinctive features are listed as well. The title indicates the importance placed
on farmers and stock raisers in this remote region of California. The hundreds
of advertisements are for businesses throughout the various counties, as well as in
San Francisco. “This is the first appearance of general directories for the counties included, except Shasta and Tehama, for which it is the second and fourth,
respectively....Although this directory is a late L.M. McKenney production, it
is extremely significant for its inclusion of these little-known northernmost of
California counties. All rural in character, many very mountainous and remote
with rough terrain, the counties accounted for here had a total population in 1890
of only about 60,000, with Shasta and Siskiyou counties on top, having slightly
more than 12,000 residents each, according to the U.S. Census” – Quebedeaux,
who calls this directory “extremely rare.” OCLC locates only three copies, at the
Lassen Library, Yale, and the Santa Barbara Historical Society, and Quebedeaux
adds copies at the California State Library and in a private collection. This is
the first copy we have handled.
QUEBEDEAUX 134. ROCQ 2615. NORRIS CATALOGUE 2026. OCLC
689529304, 702373292, 46863964.
$1750.

Oakland When There was a “There” There
6. [California]: THE ILLUSTRATED DIRECTORY OF OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA COMPRISING VIEWS OF BUSINESS BLOCKS, WITH REFERENCE TO OWNERS, OCCUPANTS, PROFESSIONS AND TRADES,
AND BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CITY. Oakland. 1896. 104,[2]pp. including
dozens of illustrations, with text printed in double columns. Oblong quarto.
Original pebbled cloth, title in gilt on front board, neatly rebacked with original
spine laid down. Titlepage and following three leaves with slight wear at foreedge, else quite clean internally. Very good.
A marvelous illustrated directory of Oakland, California, containing scores of
photo-engravings depicting several blocks of the bustling city. The first seventytwo pages contain very detailed drawings showing downtown Oakland block by
block. The focus is on the main commercial streets, the same then as now. Most
prominent are Broadway and Washington Street, each shown for several blocks.
San Pablo Avenue is also included, as are Seventh to Fourteenth streets; and Park
Street in Alameda and Shattuck Avenue in Berkeley are also shown. The buildings
are shown in great detail, reproducing store facades and business names. Most
of the businesses in each block are identified, and information as to the nature
and specialty of the company is given, along with their street address, hours of
operation, and, in many cases, a telephone number. All manner of businesses are
shown, including dry goods stores, dentists, photographers, hotels, banks, printers,
lawyers, and newspapers (including the Tribune and Examiner). The huge Hotel

Crellin has its own page, as do the YMCA, Pacific Press Publishing Company,
Eagle Box Company, Oakland Iron Works, and Oakland Gas, Light, and Heat
Company. A two-page index at the rear of the volume identifies and locates
each business. The rest of the text provides a history of Oakland and Alameda
County, with much information on the economic development of the region. This
portion is supplemented by several photographs, including the Oakland skyline
as seen from the tower of the Masonic Temple, boating scenes on Lake Merritt,
the shipyard and port, several schools and churches, the county courthouse, the
Linda Vista Winery and vineyard, and the University of California at Berkeley.
A scarce and valuable early illustrated history of Oakland, when there was still
a “there” there.
COWAN, p.171. ROCQ 817.
$1250.

Important Early California Directory
7. [California Directory]: Colville, Samuel: COLVILLE’S SACRAMENTO
DIRECTORY VOLUME VI. FOR THE YEAR COMMENCING MAY, 1856:
EMBRACING A GENERAL AND BUSINESS REGISTER OF CITIZENS,
WITH STATISTICAL TABLES, HISTORICAL REFERENCES, BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES, etc. IN FINE, A GAZETTEER OF THE CITY....
San Francisco: Printed by Monson, Valentine & Co., 1856. xxxix,[1],140pp.,

one of the “Big Four” railroad barons, serve as governor of California, and found
Stanford University. “Rare” – Quebedeaux.
QUEBEDEAUX 49. ROCQ 6522. GREENWOOD 730. GRAFF 843. SPEAR,
p.327. COWAN, p.171.
$3750.
8. [Chicago]: SMITH & DU MOULIN’S CHICAGO DIRECTORY, FOR
THE YEAR ENDING MAY 1, 1860. Chicago: Smith & Du Moulin, 1859.
435,36pp. Half cloth and original printed boards, neatly rebacked with original
gilt cloth laid down. Ex-library, with blindstamp and early ownership inscription
on titlepage. Corners worn, minor tanning at edges. Else very good.
Mid-19th-century Chicago directory of residents (listed alphabetically) and businesses (organized by interest). Numerous advertisements throughout. Also contains a street index and an appendix of “all necessary information of the City, its
Government, Churches, Police, Fire Department, Military, Educational Interests,
Railroads, etc.” An interesting document of pre-Civil War Chicago.
CHICAGO ANTE-FIRE IMPRINTS 376. SABIN 12641. SPEAR, p.98.
$1250.
9. Child, Hamilton, compiler: GAZETTEER AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
OF BROOME AND TIOGA COUNTIES, N.Y. FOR 1872-3. Syracuse:
Printed at the Journal Office, 1872. 417pp. including folding map and advertisements (some printed on gold or blue paper). Original stamped, pebbled cloth,
spine gilt. Very slight wear to spine ends, corners bumped. Touch of early foxing,
but a very good copy.
followed by [8]pp. of advertisements. Original half sheep and printed green
boards, spine gilt. Boards rubbed, stained, and edgeworn. Bookplate on front
free endpaper. A touch of occasional foxing or tanning, but generally quite clean
and neat internally. A very good copy. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and
cloth slipcase, spine gilt.
A very nice copy, in original condition, of an early and rare Sacramento directory.
This is the fourth and last of Colville’s annual Sacramento directories (the first
was published in 1853) and only the fifth Sacramento directory overall. Why
Colville referred to this 1856 directory as “Volume VI” on the titlepage is unknown. It is the most substantial Sacramento directory to date, and the first to
feature biographical sketches of notable residents, as well as descriptions within
the directory of certain businesses, fire companies, churches, etc. The directory
is prefaced by a lengthy description of the city, its civic structure, public utilities, and private businesses. The front board is taken up by an advertisement
for Wells Fargo’s banking and express services, and a multitude of ads appear
throughout the text. Included are notices for druggists, hotels, theatres, stone
cutters, attorneys, machinists, stage and steam companies, bakeries and ice vendors, booksellers, and more. Prominent among the ads is a full-page notice for
Stanford Brothers merchants, operated by Leland Stanford, who would become

An information-laden directory for two upstate New York counties, compiled
by Child, who seemingly had a monopoly on Empire State county directories.
Includes scores of advertisements, a lengthy business directory, and descriptions
of the various towns in the region.
$225.
10. [Cohen, E.A., & Co.]: FOR 1834. A FULL DIRECTORY, FOR WASHINGTON CITY, GEORGETOWN, AND ALEXANDRIA: CONTAINING
THE NAMES, RESIDENCE, AND OCCUPATION OF THE INHABITANTS, ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED; A REGISTER OF THE NAMES
AND RESIDENCE OF THE MEMBERS OF CONGRESS; A LIST OF THE
HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES AND MESSES...etc..... Washington City.
1834. 21,62,22,[4]pp. Errata tipped in. Modern boards, original label preserved.
Light foxing. Red United States Seal and bookplate of collector John J. Ford, Jr.,
on front pastedown. Good.
The fourth directory issued for Washington, D.C., including lists of residents
for Georgetown, Washington, D.C., and Alexandria, as well as advertisements
for local businesses. The directory features much more than the typical civic
information, providing an almanac for the whole year, population table for the
country, a duty table, and the home addresses of most of the members of the
government. Spear locates four copies.
SPEAR, p.372.
$2250.

12. [Connecticut]: CONNECTICUT BUSINESS DIRECTORY, CONTAINING THE NAME, LOCATION AND BUSINESS OF THE PRINCIPAL
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, MERCANTILE FIRMS, &c.,
&c., FOR THE YEAR 1851. New Haven: J.H. Benham, 1851. [3],xxiv,[17]400,[3]pp. (including pastedowns) plus one plate. Publisher’s cloth, stamped in
gilt and blind. Hinges cracked. Cloth moderately worn. Light stains and foxing
in outer leaves, toning throughout. Ex-lib., with institutional plate on titlepage.
Bookseller’s inkstamp and bookplates of John J. Ford, Jr., and Benjamin DeForest
Curtiss also on titlepage. Overall very good.
An extensive business directory for Connecticut, arranged in advertising blocks
and indexed by both name and type of business. A fifteen-page appendix for New
York firms is also included. A number of advertisements are illustrated, several
with full-page engravings. Spear lists two copies. Scarce.
SPEAR, p.112.
$500.

The Second Omaha Directory
11. Collins, Charles: COLLINS’ OMAHA CITY DIRECTORY, EMBRACING A GENERAL RESIDENT AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY OF THE
CITIZENS, HISTORICAL DATA, STATISTICS, AND FACTS. JULY 4th,
1868. Omaha. 1868. [6],224pp. plus two leaves of advertisements in the text.
Advertisements on pastedowns, including a photograph of Collins. Contemporary
printed boards, rebacked with linen at an early date. Boards rubbed. First two
leaves remargined and reinforced with tissue. Minor scattered foxing in text. Very
good. In a cloth slipcase.
The second Omaha city directory, after the exceedingly rare first of two years
earlier, containing numerous local advertisements in addition to a listing of residents and businesses. The compiler, Charles Collins, is billed as a compiler of
gazetteers and directories for cities in Nebraska and Kansas, and as a publisher
of “semi-annual trade circulars for cities in the west.” A photograph of Collins
is adhered to the center of his advertisement on the pastedown, with a credit to
a local photography studio in Omaha. Fewer than ten copies noted in OCLC.
HOWES C588.
$4500.

The First Rochester Directory
13. Ely, Elisha, publisher: A DIRECTORY FOR THE VILLAGE OF ROCHESTER, CONTAINING THE NAMES, RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATIONS
OF ALL MALE INHABITANTS OVER FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE, IN
SAID VILLAGE, ON THE FIRST OF JANUARY, 1827.... Rochester. 1827.
141,[15]pp. Folding frontispiece map. Original half calf and printed boards.
Boards a bit rubbed. Moderate foxing; discreet personal library stamp on third
page. Map clean, small tear along fold repaired. About very good. In a cloth
chemise and red slipcase.

This is the first directory of Rochester, and includes the first history of Rochester,
by Jesse Hawley, as well as “Description and Memorandums of the County of
Monroe and Its Environs.” The map shows the wards, streets, and public buildings. The directory lists the inhabitants alphabetically, by ward.
SABIN 72340. SPEAR, p.318. HOWES E134. SHOEMAKER 28708.
$1250.

14. [Escott, George S., compiler & publisher]: HISTORY AND DIRECTORY OF SPRINGFIELD AND NORTH SPRINGFIELD, CONTAINING
A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE EARLY SETTLEMENT, GROWTH
AND BUSINESS IMPORTANCE OF THESE CITIES.... Springfield, Mo.:
Printed at the Office of the Patriot-Advertiser, 1878. [iii]-273pp. plus folding
map and two inserted advertisements, one printed on blue paper and one printed
in red on cream paper. Contemporary half blue calf and blue cloth boards, spine
gilt. Cloth rubbed, worn at corners and spine ends. Springfield bookbinder’s ticket

on front pastedown: “C.B. McIntire.” Lacks front free endpaper. Two three-inch
closed tears in titlepage with no loss. Some offsetting onto titlepage, else quite
clean internally. Very good overall.
A thorough and informed history, and detailed directory, of this town in southwest Missouri. Nearly two-thirds of the text is comprised of Escott’s history and
description of Springfield, including much on the Civil War. Into this history he
weaves biographical information about pioneers, prominent citizens, and business people, and descriptions of civic organizations. There are also a number of
advertisements for local businesses. The folding map, printed on pink paper, is
a quite detailed depiction of the two communities. Rather scarce in the market.
HOWES E175, “aa.”
$900.

The First Cincinnati Directory
15. [Farnsworth, Oliver]: THE CINCINNATI DIRECTORY, CONTAINING
THE NAMES, PROFESSION AND OCCUPATION OF THE INHABITANTS
OF THE TOWN, ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED; WITH THE NUMBER OF THE BUILDING OCCUPIED BY EACH. ALSO, AN ACCOUNT

OF ITS OFFICERS, POPULATION, INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETIES,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANUFACTURES, &c..... [Cincinnati]: Published by
Oliver Farnsworth; Morgan, Lodge and Co. Printers, October 1819. 155,[1]pp.
plus folding engraved map. Contemporary tree calf, gilt leather spine label, spine
ruled in gilt. Moderate wear to extremities. Contemporary ownership inscription
on front free endpaper. Six-inch diagonal tear to map repaired on verso, with no
loss. Map a bit creased. Moderate foxing. About very good.
The rare first Cincinnati directory. The text includes a statistical view of Cincinnati as of 1819, a discussion of the city’s foundries and commerce (including a
section on trade with Havana), as well as a list of local officeholders and a directory of residents. There is also a lengthy section on the region’s steamboats and
canals, including the names and descriptions of dozens of vessels. The handsome
engraved map shows the rapid progress and expansion of the city, illustrating the
populated city blocks. The large and detailed folding map of the city is almost
invariably lacking, but is present in this copy.
The contemporary ownership signature in this copy reads “John Meyer’s book
bought at Cincinnati Ohio 19th July 1821.” The Streeter copy sold to parties
unknown for $175 in 1968.
HOWES F51, “b.” SABIN 13085. GRAFF 1296. AII (OHIO) 466. JONES 806.
THOMSON 196. WILKIE 608. SPEAR, p.99. STREETER SALE 1357. SHAW
& SHOEMAKER 47616.
$3000.
16. [Louisiana]: SOARDS’ BLUE BOOK OF NEW ORLEANS, FOR 189091. New Orleans: L. Soards, Publisher, [1890]. 338pp. Publisher’s blue cloth, gilt.
Some insect damage, light soiling, spine ends and corners a bit frayed. Endpapers
stained. Text toned but clean. A good copy.
An early directory and guide book for the city of New Orleans. Includes address
listings for both private residences and businesses, advertisements for a wide
variety of retailers, a section for “Hints on Etiquette,” floor plans for various
opera houses and theaters, and more. Illustrated with an occasional stock image
in the advertisements. Rare, with only two copies in OCLC, at the New Orleans
Public Library and the University of Texas at Austin. A delightful guide to the
Big Easy.
$375.
17. [Massachusetts]: LUNENBURG DIRECTORY, FOR 1834. [Lunenburg,
Ma. 1834]. [8]pp. Original plain wrappers. Wrappers detached. Scattered foxing,
uniform browning. Very good.
A scarce, early directory for the small town of Lunenburg, Massachusetts. “Contains a numerical listing in one column and an alphabetical listing in the second
column” – Spear. Extremely rare. OCLC locates only the New York State Library
copy, while Spear locates one at the AAS.
SPEAR, p.178. OCLC 9842938.
$300.

18. [Michigan]: CHARLES F. CLARK’S ANNUAL DIRECTORY OF THE
INHABITANTS, INCORPORATED COMPANIES, BUSINESS FIRMS,
etc., OF THE CITY OF DETROIT FOR 1863 – ‘4. Detroit: Charles F. Clark,
1863. 308pp. plus color plate and folding map. Original half leather and printed
boards, spine gilt. Spine rubbed, corners worn. Ex-library, with blindstamp on
titlepage and canceled bookplate on front pastedown. Early ownership inscription
on titlepage. Map with two-inch tear near bound edge. Internally clean. About
very good.
Second in this series of Detroit directories published through the early 1870s by
Charles Clark, with an alphabetical listing of residents, and businesses organized
by interest. Includes over seventy-five pages of advertisements, including a color
lithographic plate for Aetna Insurance Co. and a folding map of the city.
STREETER (MICHIGAN) 1421.
$1000.

Uncommon State Guide
19. Morris, Eastin: THE TENNESSEE GAZETTEER, OR TOPOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY; CONTAINING A DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
COUNTIES, TOWNS, VILLAGES, POST OFFICES, RIVERS, CREEKS,
MOUNTAINS, VALLEYS, &c. IN THE STATE OF TENNESSEE.... Nashville: W. Hasell Hunt & Co., 1834. 4,cxvi,178,[18]pp. Original printed boards,
rebacked in later morocco. Corners worn, boards heavily rubbed. Lightly foxed.
About very good.
A complete directory for the state of Tennessee, including much historical and agricultural
information. The index of towns includes a brief
description of each locality, and railroad arrivals
and departures are also provide. The directory
as a whole is indexed by locality and profession.
Quite scarce.
ALLEN 1153. HOWES M824, “aa.”
$2250.
20. Nason, James Riddle: 1871. NASON’S
EAST AND WEST RIDINGS OF THE
COUNTY OF YORK, OR TOWNSHIPS OF
ETOBICOKE, MARKHAM, SCARBORO’,
VAUGHAN & YORK DIRECTORY. Toronto:
Dudley & Burns, Printers, 1871. iv,[4],128pp.
Printed advertisements attached to pastedown
endpapers. Original leather-backed printed boards.
Some minor wear to spine. Overall quite clean
and very good.
A fine 19th-century directory for these Canadian
towns, with several pages of advertisements for
Toronto and Ontario merchants.
$650.

21. [New Orleans]: NEW-ORLEANS DIRECTORY, FOR 1841; MADE BY
THE UNITED STATES DEPUTY MARSHALLS, (WHILE TAKING THE
LATE CENSUS.) CONTAINING THE NAMES, PROFESSIONS AND RESIDENCES OF ALL THE INHABITANTS OF THE CITY AND SUBURBS
OF NEW-ORLEANS, LAFAYETTE AND ALGIERS. New Orleans: Michel
& Co., 1840. vii,[1],366pp. 12mo. Contemporary half sheep and marbled paper,
spine gilt. Boards rubbed, spine chipping. Contemporary ownership signature on
boards and fly leaves. Bookplate on front pastedown; faded ownership stamp on
first leaf. Heavy foxing. Good.
Scarce New Orleans directory, containing a complete list of citizens and their
professions.
SABIN 53344. SPEAR, p.225.
$1500.
22. [New York]: Fitch, J.P.: THE WATERTOWN DIRECTORY, FOR 1840.
ARRANGED IN THREE PARTS.... Watertown, N.Y.: Printed by Knowlton &
Rice, 1840. 55pp. plus advertisements and index. 12mo. Original printed wrappers (chipped), rebacked, wrappers mounted on modern stiff paper. Foxed, some
pencil and ink notes, else good.
The first Watertown directory, with an account of early settlement, a list of the
town officers, institutions, businesses and societies, and a list of the citizens. This
is the only edition noted in Sabin or the NUC, the latter giving just two locations.
SABIN 102096. SPEAR, p.374.
$450.
23. [New York]: RAND’S (IMPROVED) NEW YORK CITY BUSINESS
DIRECTORY FOR 1876-7. New York: Walter Heugh & Co., [1876]. [4],299pp.
plus a total of [17]pp. of advertisements at the beginning and end of the volume.
12mo. Original blue cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Slightest wear to spine ends
and corners, else a fine copy.
A most attractive and informative business directory for New York City on the
eve of the Gilded Age. The directory is in alphabetical order (with an extensive
index) by speciality, from acetic acid to zinc statuary, with thousands of retailers
listed. Feather dealers are listed in three different categories – bed, dusters, and
“military and fancy,” there are a half dozen listings for burglar alarm manufacturers, and three full pages of booksellers (including Joseph Sabin) and publishers.
Most useful.
$325.
24. [Ohio]: THE CINCINNATI DIRECTORY FOR THE YEARS 1836-7:
CONTAINING THE NAMES OF THE INHABITANTS, THEIR OCCUPATIONS, PLACES OF BUSINESS, AND DWELLL.INGS [sic], AND A
COMPLETE LIST OF THE STREETS AND ALLEYS.... Cincinnati: J.H.
Woodruff, 1836. [24],252pp. 12mo. Modern green cloth, gilt-stamped spine.
Minor soiling throughout, old institutional stamp at end of last page. Very good.
The sixth Cincinnati directory and the first to be published by Woodruff, containing all of the usual useful information, and a host of charmingly illustrated ads.
SPEAR, p.100.
$750.

25. [Ohio]: COLUMBUS DIRECTORY FOR THE YEAR 1852. CONTAINING THE NAMES OF THE OFFICERS OF THE PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS AND THE NAMES AND RESIDENCE OF HOUSEHOLDERS,
AND PERSONS ENGAGED IN BUSINESS, &C. Columbus: E. Glover, Book
and Job Printer, 1852. [2],iv,288pp. plus double-page advertisement tipped in at
rear. Illus. Original calf backed printed boards. Covers bit scuffed, calf rather
dried. Endpapers soiled, some light scattered foxing. Good.
A rare Ohio directory, including listings of railroads, banks, benevolent associations, advertisements, and the like, with an amazing assortment of illustrated
advertisements covering a full range of merchants and professions. Not in Spear
or Thomson.
$500.
26. [Oklahoma]: R.L. POLK & CO.’S LAWTON CITY DIRECTORY 1905.
EMBRACING A COMPLETE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF BUSINESS
FIRMS AND PRIVATE CITIZENS; A CLASSIFIED LIST OF ALL TRADES,
PROFESSIONS AND PURSUITS, INCORPORATED INSTITUTIONS,
etc..... Sioux City [et al]: R.L. Polk & Co., 1905. 145pp. plus one advertisement
leaf. Original red cloth, silver spine titles, silver and black titles to boards. Spine
sunned, rear joint partially split. Inked name on front cover and front pastedown.
Paper rather brittle, a few leaves with short tears at gutter. Overall, good plus,
and better than usually seen with directories of this type.
Touted as “the first edition of R.L. Polk & Co.’s Lawton City Directory” in the
introduction, promising to be a “personal canvass of every ward, street, block and
house.” The directory “contains the names of all male adult citizens of Lawton,
with their occupation, place of business and dwelling; also a complete classified
business section” and was published just four years after Lawton was founded. A
fascinating snapshot of urban life in early 20th-century Oklahoma.
$1000.
27. Paxton, John A.: THE PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORY AND REGISTER, FOR 1813: CONTAINING THE NAMES, PROFESSIONS, AND
RESIDENCE, OF ALL THE HEADS OF FAMILIES AND PERSONS IN
BUSINESS, OF THE CITY AND SUBURBS; WITH OTHER USEFUL
INFORMATION. [Philadelphia. 1813]. xxiii,[443],cxxiv,[1]pp. Contemporary
three-quarter calf, gilt-stamped spine. Joints and spine worn, pages age-toned,
scattered foxing. Good.
A scarce Philadelphia directory. Spear does not note the final leaf, in which Warne’s
advertises its expertise in “buying and selling servants” and notes “A valuable Boy
for sale.” Paxton boasts: “The present directory contains 20160 names, which is
nearly twice the number that appeared in Robinson’s [directory] for 1810;” and
says that, based on his experience researching the Alphabetical Plan of Philadelphia, he “thinks himself warranted in promising a Directory more complete and
free from errors than any that have heretofore been published in this City.” The
directory lists the names, addresses, occupations of the city’s inhabitants, land and
water transportation information, physicians, private associations and lodges, and
streets and their locations, along with a host of other material.
SPEAR, p.278. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 29456.
$675.

of the family of prominent realtors or merchants who are included within
this first Saint Paul city directory. A business directory was published for
Saint Paul the preceding year by Goodrich & Sommers, but this city directory more than doubles the earlier effort in the number of pages, adding a
directory of the residents of the city (most likely the heads of households
only), their occupations and addresses. The contents include a brief history
of Saint Paul, descriptions of governmental offices and officials, lists of
important businesses, information regarding territorial post offices, and lists
of fraternal organizations and their officers, including the Masons and the
Knights Templar. There are dozens of pages of advertisements, printed on
colored paper, for all sorts of Saint Paul businesses, as well as an index to
the advertisers. The fine map, which is often lacking, shows the growing
downtown area of Saint Paul in great detail. Streets are identified, and
the owners of undeveloped lands are named. The map is surrounded by a
number of small engravings of prominent buildings and residences, including the territorial capitol, courthouse, and a scene along the lower levee
of the Mississippi River. Spear, American Imprints Inventory, and OCLC
together locate only seven copies of this directory. Scarce.
SPEAR, p.333. AII (MINNESOTA) 175. HOWES S40, “aa.” OCLC 341
1744.
$2250.

28. [Philadelphia]: Baxter, D.W.C.: BAXTER’S PANORAMIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY OF PHILADELPHIA FOR 1859. Philadelphia: D.W.C. Baxter
& Co., [1858]. Broadside, 21 x 13½ inches. Colored lithographic headpiece. Faint
fold line through center. Very good. Under glassine and matted, 24 x 16½ inches.
A most unusual broadside business directory. The lithographic headpiece shows
a profile of Chestnut Street between 7th and 8th streets, with the signs of various
businesses clearly marked. Eight of these businesses have advertisements listed
below the illustration, two of which are for Baxter’s. Includes an ad for the prolific
publishing and bookselling firm of Charles DeSilver. A nice Philadelphia item.
Quite scarce. Only one copy in OCLC, at Yale. Not in Spear.
OCLC 84041112.
$950.
29. [Saint Paul]: SAINT PAUL CITY DIRECTORY. FOR 1856-7. Saint
Paul: Goodrich & Sommers, 1857. viii,194,[5]pp. including in-text illustrations,
and advertisements printed on yellow, pink, green, and blue paper; plus folding
map, 23½ x 26½ inches. 12mo. Original half roan and printed paper boards,
spine gilt. Paper in upper portion of boards chipped, most heavily on rear board.
Contemporary ownership inscription on front board and inner page. Dampstain
in lower corner of first twenty-five pages. Map neatly torn along bound-in edge,
far away from the image. Good.
The present copy bears the contemporary ownership inscription of Fayette J. Irvine, who, though not specifically named in the directory, was probably a member

30. [Salt Lake City]: R.L. POLK
& CO.’S SALT LAKE CITY DIRECTORY 1894-5. EMBRACING
A COMPLETE ALPHABETICAL LIST
OF BUSINESS FIRMS AND PRIVATE
CITIZENS; A CLASSIFIED LIST OF ALL
TRADES, PROFESSIONS AND PURSUITS; A MISCELLANEOUS DIRECTORY OF CITY AND COUNTY PUBLIC
OFFICERS, CHURCHES, PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SCHOOLS, BANKS AND INCORPORATED INSTITUTIONS, SOLD
ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION. Salt Lake City:
R.L. Polk & Co., 1894. [2]-952pp. (including
one chromolithographic advertising plate and
43pp. of advertisements printed on tinted
stock). Original black half cloth, gilt, and
boards printed with advertisements. Boards
and preliminary leaves detached, closed tear
in cloth of spine. Plate fold strengthened.
Internally fine. Overall very good.
An exhaustive directory with numerous illustrated advertisements. The chromolithographic plate advertises “The Orcutt Company,
Leading Lithographers” and depicts a middle
eastern market scene.
$850.

HOWELL CATALOGUE 50, 425. GREENWOOD 506. ROCQ 7984. COWAN,
p.172. SPEAR, p.338.
$1750.

31. [San Francisco Directory]: LECOUNT & STRONG’S SAN FRANCISCO
CITY DIRECTORY FOR THE YEAR 1854: EMBRACING A GENERAL
DIRECTORY OF THE CITIZENS AND A STREET DIRECTORY; WITH
AN APPENDIX, CONTAINING ALL USEFUL INFORMATION APPERTAINING TO THE CITY. San Francisco. 1854. 8,264,[17]-88pp. plus sixteen
unnumbered advertising leaves on colored paper interleaved, not noted by Spear.
Modern half sheep and cloth boards, spine gilt, with original printed covers tipped
on. Spine rubbed and heavily chipped at head. Bookplate on front pastedown.
Moderate foxing. About very good.
The fourth San Francisco directory of any substance, the first to be issued by this
firm, and the only directory issued between December 1852 and December 1855,
and as such a unique record of business and inhabitants in the city in that period.
Many of the advertisements are illustrated with views of buildings. With a general
directory of citizens, a street directory, and an appendix of useful information.

32. [San Francisco Directory]: Langley, Henry G., compiler: THE SAN
FRANCISCO DIRECTORY FOR THE YEAR COMMENCING JUNE, 1859.
A GENERAL DIRECTORY OF CITIZENS, etc. A BUSINESS DIRECTORY OF DEALERS, etc. AND AN APPENDIX.... San Francisco: Valentine
& Co., 1859. xxiv,466pp. including advertisements. Modern half sheep and cloth
boards, spine gilt, with original printed covers pasted on. Spine extremities worn.
Bookplate on front pastedown. Pp.372-373 heavily annotated, with an additional
manuscript leaf tipped in. Lower half of final two leaves torn away. Tanning at
edges, occasional light foxing. Good plus.
Second directory of San Francisco issued under the name of the compiler Henry
Langley, and ninth substantial directory for the city overall. It contains alphabetical listings of inhabitants and of businesses organized by trade, as well as a street
directory and numerous advertisements. Also included is an appendix that prints

a copy of an act to consolidate the city government and that provides information
on public officials and services.
This has copy has two pages enumerating judges, peace officers, and policemen
heavily annotated with comments regarding several names listed. The most
extensive note is on an additional manuscript leaf tipped in, on which the writer
contends one of the men listed as a police officer, John L. Durkee, was not in
fact a member of law enforcement at the time of publication. Durkee was, however, a pioneer policeman during the first half of the 1850s, before he resigned
in order to join the 1856 Vigilance Committee, where his actions eventually saw
him brought up on charges of piracy.
GREENWOOD 1148. ROCQ 7988. SPEAR, p.339.
$1350.

1856. [2],74pp. including errata, plus [24]pp. of advertisements at rear. Original
brown cloth, large printed paper label on front board. Cloth and label somewhat
rubbed and soiled, boards lightly shelfworn. Some foxing and tanning, as usual.
Very good, in original condition.
Scarce and early directory for this west-central Alabama county. Aside from the
lengthy directory of residents, there is information on birthplaces of Greene
County residents and religious denominations, as well as several pages of advertisements giving information on commercial houses in Mobile and other parts of
the state. Howes mentions a map, and notes that it was “not issued in all copies.” As Owen notes, the map was issued separately, and is not to be found with
the book. It is not mentioned by Spear, and Owen describes it separately in his
section on Alabama maps. “The whole work abounds in detail, and possesses
an interest that does not usually attach to such an effort” – Owen. Antebellum
southern directories are notoriously scarce.
SPEAR, p.138. OWEN, ALABAMA, p.1167. HOWES S736, “aa.” SABIN
85375a.
$2750.

Early Philadelphia Directory
34. Stafford, Cornelius William: THE
PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORY FOR 1798:
CONTAINING THE NAMES, OCCUPATIONS, AND PLACES OF ABODE OF
THE CITIZENS...ALSO A REGISTER
OF THE...MAGISTRATES...WITH AN
ACCURATE TABLE OF THE DUTIES
ON GOODS, WARES, AND MERCHANDIZE; TOGETHER WITH A GENERAL
ABSTRACT FROM THE REVENUE
LAWS.... [Philadelphia]. 1798. 166,[2],77,[2]
pp. Modern half calf and marbled boards,
spine gilt, leather label. Modern bookplate
on front pastedown. Some foxing and toning,
contemporary ownership signature on contents
leaf, titlepage and a few terminal leaves with
minor marginal repairs. Small repair and open
tear to leaf K1, costing a few words on a few
lines. Overall very good.

Rare Alabama Directory
33. Snedecor, V. Gayle: A DIRECTORY OF GREENE COUNTY FOR
1855-6, EMBRACING THE NAMES OF VOTERS IN THE COUNTY
GENERALLY, ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED, THEIR OCCUPATION,
RESIDENCE AND POST OFFICE.... Mobile: Printed by Strickland & Co.,

A contemporary Philadelphia resident’s copy
of this scarce early directory for the City of
Brotherly Love. This is Stafford’s second
directory of Philadelphia, following his first
of 1797, and includes an alphabetical listing of
citizens with their occupations and addresses.
On the first page of the listing of names is
John Adams, “President of the United States

of America, 190, High street.” The contemporary owner of this copy, Thomas
Proctor, is listed within as a “Gentleman” living at 163 Arch Street. After the
listing of citizens, the work includes a printing of the Constitution (without the
Bill of Rights), followed by the usual additions relating to politics and finance.
The directory ends with a notice from the Society for the Information and Assistance of Emigrants and a two-page account of the July 1797 Yellow Fever
outbreak in the city.

of Nashville and several woodcut views of buildings” – Spear. Includes numerous advertisements, with two color lithographs bound into the front matter, and
a folding map of Nashville. Spear and Allen call for 303pp. in their collation
for this imprint; this volume has only 278 pages numbered, but the directory
listings it contains are complete. They locates only five copies of this directory,
and OCLC adds one more.
ALLEN 5059. SPEAR, p.204.
$2500.

Scarce, with only nineteen copies listed in ESTC, six of which are at the Library
Company of Philadelphia.
SPEAR, p.275. EVANS 34593. ESTC W27617.
$2250.

A Rare Texas Business Directory
35. [Tennessee]: NASHVILLE CITY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY, FOR
1860-61.... Nashville. 1860. [8],278,[2]pp. plus folding map two color lithograph
advertisements. Original printed boards, rebacked with buckram, original gilt label
laid down. Boards rubbed, corners and edges somewhat worn. Later ownership
inscriptions in front endpapers, a couple of scattered later annotations. Map with
three-inch separation and closed tear along old fold line from gutter margin. Faint
dampstaining internally. Good.
A scarce Tennessee directory, this sixth printed for Nashville overall and the fifth
in this series, issued on the verge of the Civil War. “Contains an historical sketch

36. [Texas Directory]: TEXAS BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR 1878-9.
Galveston. 1878. x,[15]-405,110pp. Original printed boards, neatly rebacked with
original leather spine laid down. Fore-edge margin of titlepage chipped, costing
a few letters. A complete copy, in good condition.
An excellent directory, published by Shaw and Blaylock in Galveston, and listing businesses all over the state. These printers issued the first such directory
in 1876 (only the Yale copy is located) and advertised that it would be revised
annually, but we can find no record of any other years than this and suspect that
this was the second and last volume issued. After 1880 various city directories
would supersede its usefulness. Scarce, with most institutional copies held by
Texas libraries.
$2500.

